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To legalize or THEELECTIONSERIES
BREAKING DOWN THE PROPOSITIONS
not legalize

BY TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER

Californians get to voice their opinions
on whether marijuana should be
legalized on the ballot. The small green
plant has raised controversy over the
years as being referred to as a gateway
drug by anti-drug organizations.
According to Ballotpedia, the medical
use of marijuana has been legal
since 1996 in California but illegal
to use recreationally under Federal
Law. Proposition 64 aims to legalize
marijuana not just medically, but
recreationally as well.
According to the website, the
legalization of marijuana will have a
number of different regulations, such
as who can sell the plant, buy it, who
can regulate it, how it will be taxed
and what revenue will be made from
it. The proposition comes at a time
when marijuana use is at its highest
in California. According to a recent
study made by the Washington Post,
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PROP 56

New tax may harm vape business

As California prepares for the
November election, voters will have the
opportunity to make impactful changes
with regards to gun control.
Proposition 63 is one of the higher
profile propositions this year, which
if passed would require residents to
pass a background check in order
to purchase ammunition as well as
completely banning the purchase
and possession of large-capacity
magazines, according to Ballotpedia.
The proposition would require all
ammunition dealers to check for a permit
before making a transaction.
Should someone steal a gun, regardless
of the price of the gun, the thief could be
charged with a felony that is punishable
up to three years in prison.
There have been a wide range of mixed
views with the proposition, with many
gun owners and gun stores being the
main opponents.
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PROP 61

PROP 51 AND 55

Drug costs
may drop

Money could
benefit schools

BY JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER

BY KARIANNE
STAFF WRITER

As Californians head to the polls, they
are faced with a variety of decisions
besides voting on the next president of the
United States. One of these decisions is
voting on Proposition 61, the “California
Drug Price Relief Act.”
Proposition 61 looks to change the
prices state agencies in California pay for
prescription drugs. It would accomplish
this by prohibiting them from paying any
more than the lowest price currently being
paid by the United States Department of
Veteran Affairs.
If Proposition 61 passed, it would
directly affect about 11 percent of the
population of California: consisting of
some individuals insured by the state,
state employees including faculty at state
universities and the students who get their
health insurance from state universities.
Proposition 61 is backed by the
AIDS Healthcare Foundation and
heavily supported by one of the former
Democratic presidential hopeful and
current Senator of Vermont, Bernie
Sanders.
In a piece for the Los Angeles Times,

Two major educational propositions
are being voted on California’s ballots:
Proposition 51 and Proposition 55.
Also known as the California Public
School Facility Bonds Initiative,
Proposition 51 proposes an allocation
of $9 billion in bonds; “$3 billion for
new construction and $3 billion for
modernization of K-12 public schools
and vocational education facilities; and
$2 billion for California Community
College facilities” according to the
Official Voter Information Guide
provided to California voters.
According to Ballotpedia, financially, a
bond is defined as “a debt in which the
authorized issuer owes the holders a debt
and is obliged to repay the principal and
interest at a later date.”
According to the Voter Information
Guide, there are currently around 8.3
million students in the public K-14
system. Of those students, 6.2 million
are in the kindergarten through grade 12
public school system while 2.1 million
students are enrolled in California’s
community college system.
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SJSU junior business management major and San Jose Vape Shop sales associate, Kevin Montalban, blowing smoke
rings from his vaporizer.

BY BENJAMIN
STAFF WRITER

SIEPAK

Among the 17 measures that
will be put before California
voters on the November ballot
is Proposition 56, the Tobacco
Tax Increase Initiative.
If passed, Proposition 56
would more than triple the
current state cigarette tax and
would apply equivalent taxes
to other tobacco products and
electronic cigarettes.
The current tax levied on
cigarettes is 87 cents per pack

but would increase by $2
should Proposition 56 pass.
According to Ballotpedia,
revenue from the $2 tax
would be put toward
physician
training,
prevention and treatment of
dental diseases, tobacco-use
prevention, cancer research,
heart and lung diseases as
well as other prevention and
reduction programs.
As for the already existing
87-cent state tax, it would
not be allocated toward

these programs and that
revenue would continue to be
distributed as it is today.
Under the current state tax,
50 cents goes toward child
health care programs, 25
cents goes toward tobacco
prevention programs, 10
cents goes toward the
General Fund and 2 cents
goes toward breast cancer
screenings and research.
Aside from this, the federal
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Down and out

Backbreaking late goal
ends Spartans’ season
BY JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER

KAVIN MISTRY | SPARTAN DAILY
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SUDYKA

Win and you’re in.
That was the mindset for the
San Jose State men’s soccer
team in the week leading
into the regular season finale
with the hopes of qualifying
for the Western Athletic
Conference Championship.
After a strong opening

63 minutes which included
scoring the first goal of the
game, the Spartans couldn’t
maintain their lead, losing
2-1 to the University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley Vaqueros
(UTRGV). The game took
place on Saturday at 2
p.m. on the SJSU Football
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SCHOOLS
Continued from page 1
The bond money would
be used to improve
structures at public K-12
schools across the state.
From the construction of
new facilities to retrofitting
for
earthquakes,
$6
billion of the $9 billion
worth of bonds would
go to construction. The
$2 million allocated for
community colleges would
be spent on proposals sent
from community colleges
to the system chancellor.
“Nothing
is
more
disheartening
than
teaching students when our
classrooms are falling apart
and don’t provide access to
student’s basic academic
needs,” said Tim Smith,
a teacher at Florin High
School in Sacramento.
Smith, along with other
teachers across California,
supports this proposition.
However, Governor Jerry
Brown and State Senator
Loni Hancock are just two
of those in opposition of
Proposition 51. According
to the Voter Information

GUNS
Continued from page 1
“It’s too intrusive,” said
Eric Fisher, employee at
US Firearms Company
in Sunnyvale. “It would
make the law retroactive,
which is not how it’s
supposed to work.”
Various
California
sheriffs
and
law
enforcement have been
at the forefront for
campaigning against the
proposition, arguing that

Guide, “Large wealthy
districts would receive the
‘lion’s share’ because they
have dedicated staff to fill
out paperwork,” said the
opposition. “This shuts out
smaller, poorer districts
that need help most.”
On Facebook, Hancock
said, “I think we can do
a better bond with more
money going in a simple,
direct way for our schools.”
Proposition
55
is
another ballot measure
also directed toward the
public K-14 systems.
While Proposition 51
is a bond issue, 55 is a
continuation of a tax
which was passed in 2012
under Proposition 30.
This tax extension would
extend it 12 more years.
Also known as the
California
Children’s
Education and Health Care
Protection Act of 2016,
Proposition 55 affects tax
amounts for those whose
income is greater than
$500,000 annually.
“The measure would
generate an estimated four
to nine billion dollars in
revenue each year to public
K through 12 schools and

community colleges in
California,” said California
State University East Bay
Professor Jennifer Eagan.
In a press conference
in early October, Eagan
and Speaker of the State
Assembly
Anthony
Rendon spoke about how
the money would not
directly go to the CSU
system. Resources used
to benefit the K-14 system
would help students move
onward to the CSU four
year universities.
Opposition
to
the
proposition said the tax
extension is unnecessary
due to a $2.7 billion state
surplus in California in
addition to access $9.4
billion in budget reserves.
According to opposition
in the Voter Information
Guide,
“Schools
are
fully funded. Education
spending has grown by
$24.6 billion since 2012.
Schools are funded, and the
state budget is balanced.”
Today is Election Day
and polling centers are
open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

it would place a burden
on law abiding citizens,
according to the argument
in opposition to Proposition
63 in the state’s voters
information guide.
Ryan Jarvis, a senior
business
management
student, has been a gun
owner for six years.
“Criminals who are not
allowed to have guns will
always find a way to get
guns, therefore criminals
who are not allowed to
have ammo will find a
way to get ammo,” Jarvis

said. “It will increase
costs for local businesses,
governments, consumers,
and manufacturers to
the point where I believe
manufacturers will stop
selling to California.
There is also notable fiscal
impact on the state should
the proposition pass, with
possibly millions of dollars
in increased state and local
court and law enforcement
costs to remove firearms
from prohibited owners
as well as regulating
ammunition sales.

Propositions 51 & 55
by the numbers

PROPOSITION 51, AKA: California Public School Facility Bonds Initiative

9billion 63
$
9
17.6billion 8.6
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$

$
billion
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Despite the negatives,
there has been strong
support for the proposition,
with the campaign in favor
of Proposition 63 raising
over $4 million compared
to just over $800,000 for
the opposition.
The most prominent
figures in support of the
proposition have been
Lieutenant Governor Gavin
Newsom, United States
Senators Dianne Feinstein
and Barbara Boxer and
California Secretary of
State Alex Padilla.

Safety is a concern for
those in support, as some
feel that better ammunition
regulations would lead to
better gun control.
“Proposition 63 differs
from other gun laws,
in which it focuses on
background checks for
ammunition
purchases,
rather than solely firearm
purchases,” said public
relations junior Nancy
Tamaki. “It is the bullet
that kills the person, not
the gun. The passing of
this bill will benefit our

communities by insuring
reduced gun violence.”
However,
Tamaki
understands the possible
backlash that can come
from gun owners.
“Those who identify
themselves
as
proud
gun owners might see
these safety precautions
as austere limitations,”
Tamaki said.
Registered
California
voters can vote on
Proposition 63 on the Nov.
8 ballot.

Death penalty could be
repealed in California
BY ESTEPHANY HARO
STAFF WRITER

Proposition 62 repeals
the death penalty in
California, currently the
maximum
punishment
for all prisoners. A “yes”
vote supports repealing
the death penalty and
life in prison without the
possibility of parole, the
maximum
punishment
for murder, according to
Ballotpedia. The fate of
more than 700 prisoners
condemned to death row
in San Quentin Prison are
in the Californian’s hands.
San
Quentin
is
California’s
oldest
correctional
institution
and is known as one
the
most
notorious
prison in the state of
California, located north
of San Francisco in Marin
County. It is home to 729
prisoners on death row,
according to statistics
by San Quentin prison.
Thirteen executions have
been made since 1978.
Jeanne Woodford, former
warden of San Quentin,
is in favor of Proposition
62. In an interview with
KQED, Woodford said,
“It’s been determined that
the state of California has
spent $5 billion on the
death penalty and carried
out 13 executions, the 5
billion is above the cost of
keeping those individuals
in prison for life without
the possibility of parole.”
“Yes” on Proposition 62
would also guarantee that
no innocent person is put
to death. “I personally

prefer prop 62 than prop
66 because there has been
many innocent people that
have been exonerated,”
said Fabian Ortiz, SJSU
alumni. “I think is worse
for a prisoner to spend the
rest of his life in prison, if
he’s put to death he won’t
suffer anymore.”
According to the “Yes on
62” campaign, California
is home to the largest
death row population in
the western hemisphere,
followed by Florida with
388 and Texas with 250
condemned to death row.
In California, the average
waiting time for execution
is about 20 years.
Proposition 62 would
require prisoners sentenced
to life in prison without
the possibility of parole to
work and pay restitution
to
victims’
families.
According to Ballotpedia,
the portion of wages to
be provided as restitution
would be between 20 and
60 percent.
“If Prop 62 will put
prisoners to work and
most of the money will
go to the victim’s families
I think that’s a better
reward than putting them
to sleep,” said Cassandra
Loera, sophomore justice
studies student.
However, while not all
crime victims and citizens
agree with Proposition
62, they agree with
Proposition 66 which
keeps death penalty in
place by speeding up the
process. Sharon Rocha
is in favor of Proposition
66. Her late daughter, Laci

Peterson was murdered by
her husband Scott Peterson
in 2005 and she said in an
interview by KQED News
that Peterson deserves to
be put to death.
Denisse Martinez, a San
Jose resident doesn’t believe
in the effectiveness of
Proposition 62. “All those
criminals deserve death
penalty … They didn’t ask
their victims if they wanted
to die so why would we give
them a second chance,”
Martinez said.
As of 2016, California
was one of 30 states in
which the death penalty
was legal. In 1972,
California’s
Supreme
Court ruled the state’s
capital
punishment
system unconstitutional.
However,
in
1978,
Proposition 7 reinstated
the
death
penalty.
According to Ballotpedia,
voters
rejected
an
initiative to ban capital
punishment,
titled
Proposition 34, in 2012.
A “no”on Proposition
62 opposes this measure
repealing death penalty.
However,
if
both
propositions, 62 and 66
pass, the one with the
most votes will supersede
the other one. Either
repealing death penalty
or expediting the process
for death penalty. People
had been able to cast their
votes in the early voting,
along with other state and
local prepositions.

Follow Estephany on Twitter
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A.S. to read Indigenous
Peoples Day resolution
BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Wednesday Nov. 9, SJSU
students will read a resolution
submitted by The Associated
Students proposing that
San Jose State University
stops recognizing Columbus
Day and instead observes
Indigenous Peoples Day.
“I see not recognizing
columbus day as more of a
justice type of gesture and I
see celebrating indigenous
peoples as a healing process,”
Associated Students President
Hector Perea said. Perea
recognizes that changing the
name of a holiday won’t erase
centuries of violence, but still
believes it is an important step.
A.S. previously submitted
a similar resolution that was
rejected due to confusion

among administrators about
the legal status of Columbus
day, according to Perea.
Although Columbus Day is a
federal holiday, it is each state’s
prerogative whether or not
to recognize it. Some states,
including Hawaii, South
Dakota and Vermont, already
have replaced Columbus day
with alternative holiday, while
others have chosen to stop
observing it.
To Miriam Mosqueda,
treasurer
of
SJSU’s
Native American Student
Organization, Columbus
Day is a celebration of
the man who sparked off
centuries of subjugation
of indigenous people.
“This
[resolution]
is
something that’s just a
small step to recognize
that that isn’t ok and that

we want to take a different
path moving forward.”
The resolution has support
from from members of other
student organizations.
“I’m not indigenous to this
country, but I am indigenous
to Palestine.”Abid El-Miaari,
a prominent campus activist
and member of Students for
Justice in Palestine, said. “In
terms of how their rights are
being violated their land is
being taken from them, their
water is being appropriated,
I can relate to that on a
personal level.”
El-Miaari will be reading
the resolution aloud in the
student Union Meeting
Room 1A at 3 p.m. on
November 9, one day after
the presidential election.
Follow Jeremy on Twitter
@jeremycummings3
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about 21.74 percent of 18
to 25 year olds partake
in the use of marijuana
in California.
Over the past year, some
states such as Oregon,
Washington, Alaska and
Colorado have legalized the
recreational use of marijuana.
These legalizations have
had other states, such as
California, considering
the positive and negative
effects the plant might
have on people who use
it for fun and for people
who use it for their health.
Defined by the National
Institute of Drug Abuse
as a psychoactive drug,
marijuana is a mixture
of the dried leaves of the
hemp plant.
According
to
the
website, the leaves of the
hemp plant do contain
chemicals that are mind
altering and can have
severe effects on some
people. The institute
also regards that, in low
doses, marijuana can help
with anxiety and stress,
muscle pain and sleep
disorders. For lovers
of the plant, legalizing
marijuana seems like

Continued from page 1
government
currently
levies a $1.01 tax on each
pack of cigarettes.
Supporters of Proposition
56 argue that it would reduce
tobacco-related health care
costs and would keep tobacco
out of children’s hands
according to Ballotpedia.
They also argue that it will
save lives because, according
to Centers of Disease Control
and Prevention, smoking
is the number one cause of
preventable death not only in
California but in the United
States as a whole.
UC
San
Francisco’s
Center for Tobacco Control
and Research Professor,
Stanton Glantz said to the
Los Angeles Times that
“Proposition 56 would get
us within spitting distance
of wiping out smoking in
California completely.”
Those who do not support

HEALTH
Continued from page 1
Sanders wrote about his
opinion on the proposition.
He believes that by passing
Proposition 61, Californians
are striking back at the
pharmaceutical companies
that have been free from
pricing regulations.
Companies such as
Mylan
and
Turing
Pharmaceuticals recently
became
sources
of
controversy after more
than doubling the prices
of their products.
“It’s unacceptable that the
exact drugs that we buy in our
country are sold in Canada,
Britain and other countries
for a fraction of the price,”
Sanders said. “My urgent
message is to vote ‘yes’
on Proposition 61 to make
medicine more affordable in
California and send a signal
to Washington that the whole
nation’s prescription drug
policies need an overhaul.”
Despite funding for the

Proposition 56 argue that
the tax revenue will not go
toward schools and will
contribute to already wealthy
interest groups and insurance
companies. According to
Ballotpedia, Proposition 56
was written to undermine
the California Constitution’s
requirement that schools get
at least 43 percent of any
new tax increase. The way
Proposition 56 is designed,
schools will not see a penny
of the increased revenue.
“None of that complies with
Prop 98, which states that 43
percent of any new tax is
supposed to go directly to
schools and education,” said
San Jose Vape Shop sales
associate Keala Pascua.
Vaping, which has become
an increasingly popular
alternative
to
cigarette
smoking, will a be affected if
Proposition 56 goes through.
Since “equivalent” taxes to
the nearly 70 percent tax on
cigarette packs will be placed
on vape products, prices will

skyrocket and vape shops
will suffer.
“With cigarettes, they are
on every corner and every
gas station and will only
bump up $2,” said San Jose
Vape Shop sales associate
Kevin Montalban. “With
vaping, it bumps up almost
fifteen dollars just for a bottle
of juice.”
Montalban explains that
Proposition 56 will eliminate
the vaping business, taking
away a healthier alternative
to smoking cigarettes.
“They want people to leave
the vape shops and go back to
cigarettes,” Montalban said.
According to Ballotpedia,
the campaign supporting
Proposition 56 has raised
just over $35 million as of
Nov. 3, while the campaign
against it had accumulated
nearly $72 million.
California voters will
determine the fate of
Proposition 56 on Tuesday.
Follow Benjamin on Twitter
@benjaminsiepak

campaign against Proposition
61 mostly coming from the
pharmaceutical companies
themselves, many supporters
of the “no” campaign have
come up with reasons to not
support the proposition.
In a Los Angeles Times
article titled “Proposition 61
is the wrong solution to the
problem of high drug prices”
written by The Times Editorial
Board the article talks about
some of the potential problems
Proposition 61 would bring if
it was to pass.
The Times Editorial Board’s
biggest concern was that
Proposition 61 does not have
a wide enough effect on the
pricing of prescription drugs.
These companies which are
already under fire for raising
prices could raise the prices
of drugs for Veteran Affairs
or even the general public in
order to make the money back.
“The underlying problem
of fast-rising drug prices
needs to be addressed
comprehensively
and
nationally, so that relief for
some doesn’t come at the

expense of others,” wrote the
LA Times.
The Times to talk about
the need for changes in
researching and developing
drugs. They felt a multiple
of factories should come
into the creation of the price
including federal funds spent
on the development and the
value of the medicine to a
certain patient.
SJSU business senior Drew
Sawrey gave his opinion
on the proposition from a
financial standpoint.
“These companies need
more regulation that is for
sure but I am not fully sure
that Proposition 61 is the way
to go,” Sawrey said. “The
amount of people it affects
is simply not wide enough to
have any sort of major impact
and it is scary that these
unregulated companies could
come to rest of us to make the
money back.”
Californians can make their
decision on Proposition 61 on
election day.
Follow Jason on Twitter
@Judgmented1

Even with regulations
and
a
heightened
age limit to use it
recreationally,
some
students on campus are
skeptical on whether
legalizing would be a
good thing.
“I think Proposition 64
is sketchy just because
I have heard a lot of
misgivings about pitfalls
and legal restrictions on
the amount of pot you
can grow and how much
you can have on you at
any given time,” said
senior chemistry student
Michael Walsh. “I have
questions about where the
money is going because
it seems like there are a
lot of answers and that
is never a good thing
because I feel like there
should only be one.”
Proposition 64 states
that all revenue made by
the two taxes from the
selling of marijuana will
go towards a California
Marijuana Tax Fund and
will be donated to drug
research and treatment.
Proposition 64 is trying
to destigmatize the way
people view marijuana
and its effects.
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San Jose State University student Kevin Montalban blows multiple O’s, one of the many tricks done with vaping.

SMOKE

the step in the right
direction for California.
“There are more states
where it is legal and I
think legalizing it here
will destigmatize the
presumption of what
marijuana is and how
it works,” said Collin
Scott, senior geography
student. “I have family
in other states where it
is severely criminalized
and I really do not think
it should be that way.”
According
to
Proposition 64, the legal
age to buy marijuana for
recreational use would
be 21 and over. Smoking
would be legal in
confined home spaces or
in business spots that are
designated for marijuana
use. The proposition
also stated that driving
while smoking would be
illegal as well as using
it in public places or
locations where tobacco
is prohibited.
For their regulations on
marijuana use, Proposition
64 would rename the
Bureau
of
Medical
Cannabis
Regulations
to Bureau of Marijuana
Control and would be
responsible for licensing
and regulating marijuanabased business.
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Veterans showcase impactful film on campus
BY ESTEPHANY
STAFF WRITER

HARO

San Jose State University veterans and
students gathered at the Student Union
Theater to watch Marza, a film produced by
Regan Young. The film is about a sergeant
and a little girl who bonded in Afghanistan.
The film was screened in recognition of
Veteran’s day on Nov. 11.
The film is based on a true story and
reflects the lives of U.S. military troops being
deployed and their lifestyle overseas. The
film took place in Kabul, Afghanistan where
a U.S. marine sergeant who meets Marza,
a young Afghan girl who offered Sergeant
Whitacre her friendship.
Miguel Flaquer, the organizer and a member
of the Veterans Student Organization at
SJSU, said that one of the main reasons he
organized the film screening was to show the
other side of the U.S. military overseas.
“I thought it would be a good idea to
host a film such as Marza because it shows
a different perspective on U.S. military
involvement overseas,” Flaquer said. “Is not
so much of a shooter film, it shows more the
humane and emotional side that goes along
with meeting the community when you’re
involved in deployment.”
In the beginning of the film, Whitacre
seems to be pessimistic about deployment
when he’s asked by another marine.
However, his character changes when he has
his first encounter with Marza, who asked
for a lighter to light a cigarette she had in her
mouth. He declined and instead gave her his
military rank pin, and their friendship began
with those kind gestures.
One month later, Marza’s sisters confronted
a boy on a bike who had a bomb in a
backpack that was meant for the marines.
The bomb exploded, killing two of Marza’s
sisters. Whitacre was devastated.
Rafael Luna, an attendee of the film
screening, said “I liked it, I actually wish it
was longer… it’s sad but it’s reality and we all
must also know that the sacrifices being made
by our military men are not just physical but
mental as well.”
In the Q&A after the film screening,
attendees asked Young about his personal

ESTEPHANY HARO | SPARTAN DAILY
Organizer of the event and member of the Veterans Student Organization, Miguel Flaquer, and Regan A. Young, producer of the film, answer questions after the screening.

experience filming the movie and his future
plans. “Being able not to just hear about
people’s reactions that might have seen it
online but actually get to interact with them
and see what they think about the story,”
Young said.
Young said that it took him two years to
finish the film. “Any chance that I get to
showcase Marza brings me back to what
the initial purpose was which was to tell the
story of the girls,” Young said.
The film ended with real dates of the
incident. “On Sept. 8, 2012, a child suicide
bomber attempted an IED attack on the
NATO HQ in Kabul, Afghanistan.”
Young said that with the respect towards
this heroism he will do his best to make sure
he reaches the acceptance and blessing from
the family so that he can show respect and
gratitude for what they have done to save our
military men and our country.
He hopes to make Marza a feature movie
without making it like a Hollywood movie
with the consent of the family. When asked
his reason for telling this story Young said “I
didn’t feel like I had a choice, it’s a story that
has to be told.”

Follow Estephany on Twitter
@haroestephany

South First Fridays
arrives at MLK library

ESTEPHANY HARO | SPARTAN DAILY
SCAPE Martinez had several abstract paintings on display in the Martin Luther King Jr. Library exhibition.

BY ESTEPHANY
STAFF WRITER

HARO

Hip Hop History Month was celebrated
in the monthly evening event South
First Friday at 7 p.m. at the entrance of
Martin Luther King Jr. Library. People
gathered around to interpret the art
exhibit “Deconstructed Expression,” by
SCAPE Martinez.
Martinez is from north New Jersey, but
he spent his early years in San Jose where
he has been inspired to do his work. “I
have a background in graffiti street art
before it was trending,” Martinez said.
Rene Castillo was skating in the
downtown area and attended the art
exhibition spontaneously, “I passed
by here and the paintings caught my
attention … I like graffiti and I wanted
to see what it was about.”
Most of the work that he now does is
still based in graffiti and his paintings
have the element of spray painting.
“A lot of the work that you see here is
inspired by those what I call aerosol
movements,” Martinez said.
However, some of his work is also
inspired by the contents of his fourth
book, ‘Color Master.’
“If you were to look at some of the
pictures in the book you’ll see those
paintings out here, but in the end I am
an abstract expressionist and do go
by called contemporary urban artist,”
Martinez said.
His abstract paintings are done on
purpose, “I like to do work that doesn’t
explicitly look like anything...it allows
people to interpret the work in the way
they see it through the course of the
evening people were seeing things people

liked objects inside of the paintings
and that’s like wholly unintentional but
beautiful,” Martinez said.
Jose Verduzco, a Santa Clara University
alumnus and art fanatic attended the
exhibition. “I took art classes in college
and that’s where I found love for art... I like
to see beyond what’s in front of me and
really gets me thinking,” Verduzco said.
Martinez has his own interpretation
of his own work. “Each painting has its
own immediate interpretation but if you
line them up and you look at them as a
big body of work it’s really just about
this love affair that I have and letting
people look at it,” Martinez said.
Music is also an element that Martinez
uses when creating paintings. “When I
paint I feel that is more a composition it’s
more about making sound sometimes I
make sound while I’m painting as strange
as that might sound,” Martinez said.
Martinez has written four books and
he’s currently writing his fifth one.
“Once I’m done with that I’ll write
number 6 and number 7 because those
are already outlined and in terms of
visual art I got a number of big projects
that I’m working on right now some in
San Jose,” Martinez said.
He’s also working on future projects
in different parts of the country and
continuing to do the work that he does
on a more significant scale such working
with the public and trying to push the
boundaries by working with professionals,
“I work a lot with architects nowadays so
the vision can get bigger and bigger and
bigger,” Martinez said.

Follow Estephany on Twitter
@haroestephany

FOLLOW THE SPARTAN DAILY ON
THESE SOCIAL MEDIA SITES

@spartandaily
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Trump voters take to Twitter to create #TheList

SAJA MOHAMED
STAFF WRITER
Riding on the coattails of
the anti-semitic tweets they
were ridiculed for, Trump
supporters are now taking to
Twitter to tweet journalists
with pictures of their own
faces with red x’s over them.
They call this trending topic
on Twitter #TheList.
This sounds like something
out of a bad M. Night
Shyamalan movie; all hype, but
with no substance.
Some victims of #TheList

are CNN’s Anderson Cooper
and Oprah Winfrey whose
only crime was to speak out
against Trump and his abhorrent
tendencies. Steven Kennedy, @
RealSKennedy, tweeted: “For
your part in misleading the
American public by spreading
lies and false information you
have been added to #TheList,”
under both Cooper’s and
Winfrey’s crossed out faces.
A Twitter handle with the name
@FedBIGuy seems to be leading
these attacks with frequent
tweets against the journalists
and grouping them all in a
macabre collage of crossed-out
faces with the words, “These
shills have been conspiring to
disinformation the American
people. All added to #TheList,”
ominously underneath.
Most of this can be led back
to Trump’s frequent accusations
that the press is defaming him

by making him out to be the
idiot he really is.
Trump constantly yelling at
his rallies that there is a media
conspiracy against him and that
all journalists are rigging the
election in Clinton’s favor is
what gave his cronies a voice in
the fi rst place.
The crowds at these rallies are
so hyped up by Trump’s hate
for the press they are coming
to call anyone from the media
“Lugenpresse” which means
“lying press” in German. This
is a known phrase the Nazis
used to attack journalists back
in the day.
Maybe Trump does not even
know what he’s saying during
his rallies and hearing what
he says makes him so angry he
blames the media for making
him look bad. I would not
be surprised at this point by
anything he does honestly.

Twitter unfortunately cannot
do anything because of the
whole “free speech” concept
and will not interfere, but did
point out the block and report
button and promised “new
safety improvements in the
coming weeks,” according to
a Twitter spokesperson from
CNN: Money.
It is kind of funny that Twitter
won’t interfere in this situation
or even in the far worse problem
that came before, when Trump
supporters
were
tweeting
savagely racist and anti-semitic
pictures and tweets to mostly
Jewish journalists.
Twitter’s policies do state users,
“may not promote violence
against or directly attack or
threaten other people on the basis
of race, ethnicity, national origin,
sexual orientation, gender, gender
identity, religious affiliation, age,
disability, or disease.”

So far, it is not known what
will happen to the people on
#TheList or whether or not any
harm will come to them for
having opinions.
Some accounts on Twitter have
come to mock and make fun of
the once trending hashtag.
User @TysonsEngineer tweets
a picture with an empty roll
of toilet paper on the rack and
writes, “For always being empty,
#EmptyToiletPaper you are on
#TheList also on #thegrocerylist
Justice will find you in aisle 4.”
For now the trend seems to
have died down and it definitely
needs to stay that way, but with
the elections less than a week
away, I’m not holding my breath
that supporters of Trump will
stay down and out for the rest of
the race.

Follow Saja on Twitter
@sajamohammad17

Stop the nonsense, stop the lies. Legalize it. Let’s get high.

JEREMY CUMMINGS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I run my errands on Sundays
like a lot of people. This Sunday,
I did my laundry, hit the farmer’s
market for my produce and then
I went and bought weed from a
local collective.
I didn’t actually buy it though. I
made a donation to the collective
and they gave me medicine out
of the goodness of their hearts.
You can’t technically buy weed
in California, because marijuana
still exists in a kafka-esque legal
purgatory.
Legality varies state by state
and city by city, with cannabis
still being classified as Schedule
I — the same category as heroin
— on a federal level.
Proposition 64, the Adult Use
of Marijuana Act, will allow
adults over 21 years of age
to purchase, grow and smoke
weed legally. This is obviously
going to create enforcement and
regulatory challenges, but this
is normal when making huge
changes to the law.
We can’t regulate weed the
same way we do alcohol or
tobacco. Marijuana is a plant
unlike any other, because it can
serve so many purposes. It can

be medicine for some people
and it’s also a recreational drug.
This cannot be said about any
other substance.
No one smokes cigarettes for
medicine, and although many
middle-aged women might
rave about the health benefits
of red wine, I have yet to hear
of any doctor prescribing a
bottle of Merlot.
And yet, people keep talking
about weed like it’s a direct
analog to cigarettes or alcohol.
The “Potalyzer” that is being
developed at Stanford to detect
weed levels in drivers is indicative
of this.
I feel that the saliva swab
technique ignores many realities
of weed use, such as varying levels
of tolerance. I personally could
smoke a whole joint and still be
less impaired than a first-time
smoker after a good bong hit.
We
need
to
deschedule
marijuana so that studies can be
done on variables like this. The
continued criminalization of weed
keeps people from doing thorough
research, though. It’s easier for
scientists to whip up a batch of
meth, a Schedule II, drug and test
it than it is for scientists to get
approved to study marijuana.
The
government,
being
ostensibly
dedicated
to
principles of freedom and selfdetermination, should use its
ample resources to study pot and
create an industry where we can
self determine and make our own
choices about weed in the safest
environment possible.

WRITE
TO US

Legalizing weed and creating a
functioning regulatory structure
will keep cartels from profiting
off of pot, create standards for
pesticide use and enable people
to get more clear, unbiased
information about marijuana.
There is so much hypocrisy and
misinformation around weed.
Lieutenant Governor Gavin
Newsom, for instance, has come
out as anti-prohibition, but also
anti-pot, and still clings to the
idea that potheads like me are
losers who need to grow up.
Were I to meet Newsom, I would
tell him that in the past year and
a half, I’ve edited a newspaper,
gone to school, worked part time,
won an award for my writing, and
spoken at a national journalism
convention, all while smoking
weed just about every day.
I would also remind him, and
anyone else who propagates
the lazy stoner stereotype, that
President Obama smoked weed.
You can get high and still become
president someday. What other
proof do we need that weed isn’t
the life-ruining devil plant we’re
shown in all the propaganda?
The industry is already here.
It’s growing and I think it would
quite literally take an army to stop
it. In a capitalist economy, the
government should do everything
it can to promote competition in
the free market. I want weed to
be as normal as prozac, cigarettes
and whiskey. All of these drugs
have harmful effects, yet they are
legal and weed is not.
It’s because the pharmaceutical

industry knows it’s been peddling
inferior products all these years
and they don’t want a legal natural
medicine to be able to harm their
profits. Legalize it, and let the
market sort things out. That being
said, I have very strong concerns
about industrialized marijuana
production. Concentrates like hash
and cannabis oils have capacity to
create a lot of chemical waste.
I also worry about weed
becoming the next heartless
corporate industry. We need to
enable small organic growers —
barn-to-bowl weed, if you will
— to have local self-contained
weed economies. I think hipsters
would love to cultivate weed
and sell it in tandem with their
micro-brewed IPAs.
There are no good arguments
for keeping weed illegal.
Any opposition is based on
ridiculous fear mongering or
flat-out hypocrisy.
I keep seeing articles arguing,
“oh no, people might develop
dependency on it,” or “but what
if people sell it to kids?” The
gateway drug myth also has
enormous staying power.
A lot of my friends in high
school were drug dealers.
Everyone sold pot, but after that, it
was legal opioids like oxycodone
that got them most of their profit.
I saw too many of my friends get
strung out on ritalin, adderall and
oxycodone growing up.
I must have paid attention in
my D.A.R.E. class, because there
were many times when I was
baked out my little head and I still

“just said no” when my friends
offered me oxycodone.
A lot of the reason that weed
is a gateway drug is that people
have had to go see criminal
dealers who also sell meth
or heroin because, you know,
they’re criminals.
Legalizing
weed
would
obviously solve this issue. If
weed is legal, then you’d have to
be insane to go seek out a cartel
dealer when you can just grab a
pack of pre-rolled joints at the
neighborhood pot shop.
Legalization has to happen.
We need to start repairing the
damage that was done in the war
on drugs by legalizing weed and
structuring the growing cannabis
economy in a way that will
directly benefit communities hit
hardest by the militarized police
force going after non-violent
drug offenders.
At the end of the day, I think we
as a culture just don’t understand
weed yet. It has physical and
mental benefits, but I see it as a
spiritual medicine as well.
It helps me deal with my
depression, relieves muscle pain
and it helps me connect with
people and the world around
me in ways that I never could
without weed.
I smoke, and I inhale. No
more nonsense. Legalize it,
deschedule it, tax it and let’s
move forward.

Follow Jeremy on Twitter
@jeremycummings3
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letters 300 words or less. Letters may be edited for spelling and clarity by Spartan Daily editors.
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Lil Wayne disrespects Black Lives Matter Movement

DARCIE ORTIQUE
STAFF WRITER
Media outlets and Lil Wayne
fans have expressed their outrage
regarding Wayne’s Nov. 1 interview
with ABC News’ Nightline
reporter, Lindsey Davis.
The 33-year-old rapper revealed
that he did not feel connected to
the Black Lives Matter movement,
which has sparked a great deal of
controversy and backlash all over
the internet.
I was in disbelief after watching
Wayne’s attitude and his responses
to Davis. He seemed angry,
frustrated and oblivious toward
the world around him.
According to Wayne, he became
agitated and dismissive towards
Davis’ questions after he was asked
questions relating to derogatory
names aimed at his daughter.
Wayne confessed that he did
not put much thought into the rest
of his responses in the interview
because he was turned off by
Davis’ vexatious inquiries.
“When the reporter began asking
me questions about my daughter
being labeled a bitch and a hoe, I
got agitated,” he said in a statement

to TMZ. “From there, there was no
thought put into her questions and
my responses.”
Not knowing the backstory to
the interview, it was extremely
difficult for me to listen to Wayne’s
pompous responses and body
language directed toward Davis.
I was baffled by the fact that
anyone, let alone an AfricanAmerican male from New Orleans,
Louisiana could not only humiliate
himself, but an entire race on
national television.
When asked about how he feels
about the Black Lives Matter
movement, Wayne responded,
“That just sounds weird, I don’t
know that you put a name on—
it’s not a name, it’s not whatever,
whatever. It’s somebody got shot
by a policeman for a f***ed up
reason,” Wayne commented to
US Magazine.
I thought to myself, how could
somebody be so ignorant and
unconcerned about black lives,
especially at a time when our people
are still being oppressed and brutally
murdered—unarmed and innocent?
I was even more concerned with
the fact that such a high-profile and
very successful rap artist set a poor
and embarrassing example for those
who look up to him.
“I am a young, black, rich
motherf***er,” Wayne boasted.
“If that don’t let you know that
America
understand
black
motherf***ing lives matter these
days, I don’t know what is.”
Now I understand that his negative

remarks were triggered as a result
of being asked questions he didn’t
like about his daughter, but this is
no excuse to degrade and devalue
the Black Lives Matter movement.
According to US Magazine,
the Grammy award winner also
pointed to the videographer off
screen during the interview and
shouted, “That man white. He
filmin’ me. I’m a n***er. I don’t
know what you mean. Don’t come
at me with that dumb s***, ma’am.”
He would’ve been better off
cutting the interview short as
opposed to tarnishing his image.
Wayne continued his rant, telling
Davis “I don’t feel connected to a
damn thing that ain’t got nothin’
to do with me. If you do, you crazy
as s**t. You, not the camera, you.
Feeling connected to something
that ain’t got nothin’ to do with you?
If it ain’t got nothin to do with me, I
ain’t connected to it,” according to
US Magazine.
I was so pleased to see other
celebrities like rapper T.I. voice
their concern over Wayne’s
comments during the interview.
T.I. made a public comment on
Instagram directed to Wayne for his
behavior. “U TRIPPING!!!! I don’t
know what you goin thru, or what
you are attempting to avoid but this
… is absolutely unacceptable!” T.I
wrote on Saturday, according to
New York Daily News.
I commend T.I. for speaking out
and giving Wayne some words of
wisdom at a time when he was too
lost to create his own.

FOLLOW US ON
TWITTER
Sudoku Puzzle
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Now that the damage is done,
I hope Wayne is more cautious
about what he says and the impact

his remarks can have on others.
Follow Darcie on Twitter
@darc_alexandria

@SPARTANDAILY
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Riddle Me This
Safe Room
A murderer is condemned
to death. He has to choose
between three rooms:
WKHÀUVWLVIXOORIUDJLQJÀUHV
the second, assassins with
ORDGHGJXQVDQGWKHWKLUG
OLRQVZKRKDYHQ·WHDWHQLQ
years
Which room is the safest?
Answer: The third one. The
poor lions died of starvation.

&RPSOHWHWKHJULGVRWKDWHYHU\URZFROXPQ
DQG[ER[FRQWDLQVHYHU\GLJLWIURPWR
LQFOXVLYHO\
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ACROSS
1 Believer in karma
6 Smiles from ear-toear
11 Love mo.
14 Brainstorming products
15 1-Across’ country,
often
16 Amazement
17 Computer’s main
circuit card
19 Common British
drink
20 Lacy mat
21 Father of
Indira Gandhi
23 Get one’s brain
back on track
27 Most recently produced
28 Ark’s landing place
29 Beer, after
a shot
31 A quart
and a little bit more
32 “Aka” kin
33 Turkey serving,
sometimes
36 Comeback sound
37 Look down one’s
nose at
38 “Give that ___
cigar!”
39 Her relative?
40 Ecrulike shade
41 Makes a concession
42 Fight divisions
44 Reach a place
45 Need water
47 Holes in
the head?
48 Dressing type

49 Septet plus one
51 Not hale
52 Ones
expecting special
deliveries
58 Some cells for
women
59 First step of a contest
60 Stand by for
61 What to
do when
following
a pattern
62 Who a
dictator answers to
63 Value
DOWN
1 Masculine pronoun
2 What people wait to
hear at a wedding
3 Smashes smash
into it
4 “Zip-A-DeeDoo-___”
5 A lot of a trade-in?
6 Netanyahu and
namesakes
7 Double-bonded
compound
8 Beatles’ “___ in the
Life”
9 Cosmonaut’s home
in space, once
10 Gloom
11 Countries
of origin
12 Still-life pitchers
13 Doozie
18 Overwhelm
22 Sheepish farm
animal
23 Respiratory noises

24 Segal who wrote
“Love Story”
25 Kurt
Vonnegut, to Geraldo Rivera, once
26 Black-and-white
sandwich cookie
27 Bread in 15-Across
29 Hinders, as
HKYHPUÅV^
30 Do personnel work
32 Battery contents
34 Provide, as with
some quality
35 23-Down relatives
37 Dropped in the
mailbox
38 List of restaurant
options
40 Some
dwellers of the Australian Outback
41 Powerful shop tool
43 Tolkien beast
44 Dishonest speaker
45 Small singing
groups
46 Cut by 50 percent
47 One cubic meter
49 “The
Simpsons” bus
driver
50 “Big Brother” host
53 Notable “Bed-In for
Peace” participant
54 Ark quorum
55 Boat
maneuverer
56 It’s boring
57 Biblical verb ending

3ODFH\RXU$GV2QOLQHDW
6SDUWDQ'DLO\&DPSXV$YH
com.
<RXFDQDOVRSODFH
FODVVLÀHGVWKURXJKWKH
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2IÀFH+RXUV30
VSDUWDQGDLO\DGYHUWLVLQJ#
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Continued from page 1
Football Practice Field.
Although a tie and some favorable results could have
also sent SJSU to the postseason, winning the game would
have settled any questions. UTRGV merely needed a tie.
“We knew that they were a team that just needed a tie and
we needed the win to go onto the conference tournament,
we knew they were going to park the bus,” said senior
midfielder Alex Alcaraz. “We have been practicing trying
to break the lines and it happened we scored a goal but I feel
like we kind of fell off and they just came right back at us.”
The Spartans came in with the most momentum they’ve
carried all year, with a two game win streak the previous
weekend and the significance of the occasion. The team
celebrated the final home game for seniors #24 Tanner
Akol, #11 Uriel Ayala, #10 Jonathan Colunga, #6 Rory
Knibbs and #4 Kyle O’Mahoney.
Rory Knibbs, Leonardo Silva, Scott Buskey and Zach
Penner were all unavailable due to injury.
The first half had its moments of action, but nothing was
able to get behind either goalkeeper.
A slow, back-and-forth first half featured multiple shots
on goal by SJSU and one by UTRGV. The best chance of
the half was by Angel Farias, who received a free kick in
the first 40 minutes but shot the ball high over the net.
The game picked up considerably during the second half.
Around 20 minutes into the second, the Spartans put the
first goal on the board when defender Carlos Valdovinos
was able to steal a pass intended for Frederik Frankman of
the Vaqueros, then navigated the ball around him and fired
it past the goalie into the left side of the net.
Less than one minute later the Spartans gave a goal
right back.
UTRGV forward Isidro Martinez powered the ball
into the net with a bicycle kick off a headed pass from a
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On Friday, Kenny Potter,
looked like the player who was
the most accurate passer in the
Mountain West a season ago.
But after this season, he is gone
and the Spartans will have to
start fresh again at quarterback.
There are only two teams in
the Mountain West Conference
in worse shape than SJSU at this
point in the season, University
of Nevada and Fresno State.
The Bulldogs fired their coach
two weeks ago.
Nobody outside of the
program picked the Spartans
to have a chance at winning
the Mountain West title this
season. Just two times this
season have the Spartans gone
into a conference matchup
favored to win the game,
one of which resulted in a
homecoming embarrassment
that sent students headed for
the exits at halftime.
It would have been easier

31

HALF

“”

At times, I feel
envious of the fans
who get to leave the
game at halftime.
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While the chances of San Jose
State making a bowl game this
season were slim at most, the
Broncos put any chance to bed
on Friday night in Idaho.
The loss against Boise
State assured another losing
season under head coach Ron
Caragher, who has yet to bring
forth any resemblance of what
Mike Macintyre left behind
when he led the team to a 10-2
season with a bowl victory.
“There is still a lot of football
left and a lot to play for,”
Caragher said in a postgame
interview. “It’s very important
to finish up strong.”
Despite the record sitting
where it is at 3-7, the Spartans
have showed at times they are
better than a team with only
three wins. Friday’s game was
the perfect example.
San Jose State was a 30.5 point
underdog as it hit the road for
#24 Boise State. The Spartans
left Idaho losing by only 14
points and were a couple plays
away from completing an upset.
Now, regardless of this, it
has not been fun watching the
Spartans this season.
Fans and the team should feel
embarrassed when your own
team goes into a conference
game and is more than a 20 point
underdog. If SJSU was playing
Alabama over the weekend then
being favored to lose, that much
is understandable.

for me to just recap what
happened on Friday night. How
the Spartans came close to
winning, but ended up losing
with one or two things that
went wrong.
Nobody wants to hear that.
Boise State won on Friday
because it opened the book on
how to beat SJSU’s defense
— running the ball down its
throat. The Broncos ran the
ball 54 times for 298 yards.
It doesn’t take a pro football
mind to know what to do
against the Spartans’ defense.
After every loss this season
two things happen, Caragher
talks about how much he loved
the overall effort from his team
and the players talk about how
they gave it their all but it just
wasn’t good enough in the end.
Is that where we are as a
football team?
Week in and week out, SJSU
gives its best effort and still
comes out on the losing end
against teams that it is supposed
to be on the same level as.
According to CBS Sports,
there are only nine teams out
of all 128 division I college
football programs that are
worse than SJSU.
I have been to every home
game this season and there has
not been a single one where
students have not left before or
during halftime.
It is known around the college
football world that winning
bowl games brings recognition
to your football team and with
the level at which this team is
playing this season, people are
going to turn away.
At times, I feel envious of
the fans who get to leave
the game at halftime. There
have been games this season

NEXT WEEK

KAVIN MISTRY

Listening to the pre-game
analysis from the anchors at
ESPN, they had nothing to say
about the Spartans. There’s a
reason why.
Because we have nothing to
talk about.
Last season we made a bowl
game with a losing record
and the only reason SJSU
got mentioned on any college
football talk shows was because
of Tyler Ervin.

QUARTERBACK COMP

THE MISTRY SPOT

Spartans clinch another losing season under Caragher

1

TDs

BOISE STATE RB

JEREMY McNICHOLS

158

RUSH YARDS

2

TDs
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where without our band, you
could hear a pin drop (and the
opposing team’s fans).
Each time the Spartans play,
the #firecaragher remarks
revive on Twitter.
This Spartans’ team has two
games left to prove its worth
against teams it should be able
to handle in Air Force and

Fresno State.
SJSU will be on the bye this
week and will look to try and
regroup and get healthy.

Follow Kavin on Twitter
@kavinm95

teammate that rocketed into the left side of the net past
SJSU goalie Nedin Tucakovic.
“We let go of the pedal once we scored,” said senior
midfielder Jonathan Colunga. “I feel that is the time
were we have to be more aggressive cause we have
the momentum.”
Tucakovic made a diving grab for the ball, however the
athletic strike by Martinez was placed to perfection, tieing
the game at one.
After the goal, SJSU continued the offensive pressure,
something the team had done the entire game. Vaqueros
goalie Esa Aalto earned a total of seven saves by the end
of the match.
With only five minutes left UTRGV scored the
game winner.
Defender Sami Tiittanen launched the ball high
across the entire field to open teammate Isaiah Hinds
who was able to shoot the ball into the left side of the
net past Tucakovic.
“In soccer you can be very very close to that elite level
but you’re still a ways away if you keep making defensive
mistakes,” said Spartans head coach Simon Tobin.
SJSU couldn’t get one back in the remaining few minutes,
ending its season in heartbreaking fashion.
“It didn’t have to come to this where you have to win
the last game, we were the ones under pressure,” Colunga
said. “They just held back and waited for opportunities to
break away.”
The Spartans end their season with this loss and a
record of 4-13-2, with many of their games coming
down to small errors.
“As we regroup it’s tough now but as we look to next year
we got a decent returning squad and we have a brilliant
new field to go and play on, so I hope the product we put
on the field will really step up to where we need to be,”
(Top) Forward Jeremy Romero paces up the field in disgust after the Spartans fell
Tobin said.
behind 2-1 in the last few minutes of the game.
Follow Jason on Twitter (Above) Midfielder Alex Alcaraz leans over demoralized after the team’s second
@judgmented1 half collapse against UTRGV.

JASON DUNHAM | SPARTAN DAILY
(Above) Defender Andrew Mendoza lines for a shot against UTRGV goalie Esa
Aalto, one of 13 shots on goal for SJSU during the game.
(Right) Spartans’ defender Carlos Valdovinos fires a shot past the Vaqueros
goalkeeper, the only goal the SJSU scored in the match.
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Spartans cruise to victory in final preseason tune-up
BY RYAN VERMONT
SPORTS EDITOR

The San Jose State men’s basketball
team capped off its preseason exhibition
schedule by beating the California State
East Bay Pioneers by 16 points inside the
Event Center on Sunday at 2 p.m.
Sophomore forward Ryan Welage led
the way for the Spartans with 22 points,
contributing five rebounds and an assist.
Sophomore guard Jaycee Hillsman and
senior guard Isaac Thornton added 16
and 15 points respectively
The game was a tale of two halves
for the Spartans. They got off to an
exceptional start, extending their lead to
20 points by the break, however failed
to put away the game in the second half,
letting the Pioneers hang around.
“It’s just being mature, and when you’re

up like that you have to keep playing hard
and keep doing the same things you were
doing to get the lead,” Thornton said.
A large portion of SJSU’s points came
from the free-throw line, where the team
made 36 of its 40 attempts (90 percent).
Last season, free throws were the team’s
Achilles heel, shooting a mere 65 percent
over the course of the season.
“Those are the kind of numbers I want,
we want to drive the ball, we want to get to
the rim and put pressure on the defense,”
said Spartan head coach Dave Wojcik.
Thornton discussed how part of each
practice is dedicated towards improving
at the free-throw line.
“It’s a point of emphasis everyday, we
work on our free throws and we have to
knock them down under pressure during
pressure so it translates to the game,”
Thornton said.

While he acknowledged the win is the
most important, the fourth-year coach
Wojcik was not pleased with the team’s
carelessness in the second half.
“The first half I thought we were really
good, we executed at both ends defensively
and on the offensive end, and then I
thought we showed a bit of immaturity of
the second half,” Wojcik said.
Nevertheless, the Spartans finished
their preseason campaign winning both
games by healthy margins.
Even though the team was matched up
against lower level competition than it
will in the regular season, the two games
helped pinpoint the Spartans’ strengths
and weaknesses to focus on.
“The coaches are on us constantly
about what we need to do, how we need
to do it, so I feel like we’re in great shape
as a team,” Hillsman said.

The sophomore forward spoke highly
of his team as he looked ahead to the
start of the season.
I honestly like the way we look right now,
we’re coming together well, our chemistry
is phenomenal at this point,” Hillsman said.
“We just have a couple of things we need to
work out of defense, you know cutting out
the three and some other small things but
we will tune them up before our opener.”
SJSU will open its regular season on
Nov. 12 in a nonconference game against
West Coast Baptist of the Pacific Coast
Athletic Conference.
Last season, SJSU had a 5-8 record in
nonconference games.
The game will be played inside the
Event Center.
Tip-off is planned for 2 p.m.
Follow Ryan on Twitter
@your_pal_ryan

